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CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Irene Marr/ARRB Date Created: 04/29/98 The Players Who initiated the 

call? Review Board's representative in the call: Irene MarrLBJ Library's representative in the call: Claudia 

AndersonDescription of the Call Date: 04/29/98Subject: USSS Records at LBJLSummary of the Call:Tina 

Houston was out today so I spoke with Claudia Anderson who is the next most knowledgeable person on USSS 

records. Contrary to what Tina had told me in my last conversation discussing compliance matters, LBJL still 

has not opened all the USSS records currently residing there. The only USSS records the Library has are the 

Shift Reports (copies only), and gate receipts (originals) and log books (originals). To date the LBJL has only 

opened a few shift reports. Although John Machado has given oral consent to release, he never provided the 

necessary written consent despite Tina Houston's repeated attempts requesting such. Machado wanted 

copies of everything the LBJL wanted to open. However, since the Library had previously sent copies on more 

than one occasion, and since USSS presumably also has copies of everything, Tina H did not send another copy 

of the records. An apparent stalemate resulted. Kim is going to ask Machado to act on this.Regarding the 

usher logs - these are not Secret Service records but came from the WH. Claudia said LBJL has usher logs from 

November 22, 1963 through Jan. 20, 1969. LBJL sent copies of the Nov. 22 -Dec 63 logs to NARA. Martha 

Murphy is supposed to call me back after she verifies that they are in the collection. Since these have been 

open to the public for some time, they will not have RIFs.Don't forget to compose individual Action Item 

documents for any action items that resulted from the call!
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